
DASHBOARD
MIP Advance’s™ dashboard is financial
transparency at your fingertips. The dashboard is
role based, so it’s customized to present just the
key performance indicators (KPIs) each person on
your team needs to get his or her job done.
For example, the financial data a CFO sees is
different from what a program manager or
clerk sees when logging into MIP Advance™.

Abila MIP Advance™ broadens your ability to handle financial complexities with confidence and ease.

Take a look inside our True Fund Accounting™ software, inspired by and built for nonprofit and
government accountants, just like you.

DRILL-DOWN CAPABILITIES
Additionally, the dashboard offers
easy-to-use, drill-down capabilities for
greater insight into the numbers; clean,
clear graphical representations of data; and
mobile operability for on-the-go access to
financials.
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REPORTS
Find the information you need
quickly with MIP Advance’s™
Reports page, which presents a list
of preset reports users need and
use most. Pull Balance Sheets,
Statement of Revenues and
Expenditures, Statement of Cash
Flow, and more with a single click.
No longer do you need to run and
comb through countless auxiliary
reports to get the financials you
need. Sorting features,
customizable formatting, and
drill-down functionality give you
even greater transparency into the
numbers.

JOURNAL VOUCHER
The Journal Voucher page is a
huge time-saver, as it streamlines
users’ ability to create, adjust, and
review JVs. Voucher entry is
simple, and follows all
user-defined entry rules for the
organization. Quickly and easily
review vouchers and then post
individually or in batches in just a
few clicks.
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